
Senator Cummings, 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony regarding inflation and property taxes. Per 
the request of the Senate Finance Committee, attached is a graph prepared by the Vermont 
Department of Taxes outlining How do yields going down effect the credit coverage limits?. It 
may help with some understanding of what is occurring in terms of loss of financial benefit to 
those eligible to receive income sensitivity credits if you look at the column Municipal Taxes 
Covered. Perhaps the Vermont Department of Taxes can help with the further analysis of what 
occurs when a household property assessment goes over a cap to show the financial impact of 
the loss of credits to a homeowner over and above the cap, such as when the average house 
value in Stowe goes from $323,182 to the projected $700,000. They would have to apply 
different income levels to the equation, but it would provide a sense the additional impact when 
a homeowner goes over the cap.  
 
While this year the property tax burden has increased due to inflation and it is anticipated to be 
exacerbated to some of the most vulnerable Vermonters by reappraisals that push assessments 
over the caps, the burden of property taxes is a regular and on-going issue. Not only because it 
is a regressive tax but using it to fund the State Education Fund puts an additional burden on 
homeowners, which is the reason the income sensitivity program was created. It was meant to 
soften this impact, so it shouldn’t be just looked at as if the grand list goes up your tax rate goes 
down. At the end of the day the taxes still have to be paid to support the State Education Fund 
and municipal government, which was historically recognized as financially burdensome in its 
own right every year regardless of the community you may live in. However, it is anticipated to 
be exacerbated in the upcoming years if the caps are not lifted. Rather than keeping pace with 
increases in assessed values, the Vermont General Assembly lowered the caps in 2018 which is 
heading in the wrong direction.  
 
I’ve also attached a graph showing the zoning permit demand in Stowe over a period of time as 
requested. The demands with processing zoning permits are not just related to numbers but the 
increasing complexity of projects due to the easily developed sites already being developed. This 
pushes developers to more challenging sites which may causes permitting challenges and can 
push up development cost.  
 
I know it is easy to think of Stowe in general as a rich town, so why should anyone care? Stowe 
homeowners are Vermonters being impacted in the change in the tax structure that relies on 
property taxes to pay for education. Aside from where citizens may choose to live or are 
necessitated to for employment reasons, not all of them live on two acres and are wealthy. 
Some that do live on two acres may not have access to municipal water and sewer to support 
denser development and/or be located within a growth center that would create eligibility for 
State investment in affordable housing. Stowe’s rural character and historic community centers 
help attract investment in Vermont and generate tax revenues. The vast majority of property 
and other taxes raised in Stowe do not stay locally but go to the State (See Attached Property 
Tax Schedule and Local Option Tax data) which is why we rely on State programs such as the 
income sensitivity and other State redistribution programs at the State level to support the most 
vulnerable.  
 
Thank you for your service and consideration. Please let me know if I can be of any further 
assistance. Charles 
 



Source Document: 
https://legislature.vermont.gov/Documents/2024/WorkGroups/Senate%20Finance/Taxes/W~Ja
ke%20Feldman~The%20Impact%20of%20Increased%20Property%20Value%20on%20Property%
20Taxes~2-8-2023.pdf 
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In FY22, we billed out $51,280,229 in taxes to property owners in the Town of Stowe. Of those 
bills, we sent $26,838,317 to the State Education fund, $12,968,680 to the local school district, 
$9,938,888 to the Town of Stowe Municipal government, $89,769 to Town of Stowe for acting 
as State agent to collect taxes, and $1,444,575 was credited to Stowe residential property 
owners who qualify for Income Sensitivity. 
 

 
 
We budgeted $9,933,908 for the Town of Stowe Net Budget to raise by assessing taxes against 
the Grand List in FY22. We actually collected $9,938,888 based on final grand list. We had 
corrections to the accounting of taxes of $0, and we estimate $155,700 the amount of Collection 



of Prior Period Taxes based on balances at 6/30/22. The estimated Net Property tax revenue for 
FY22 is $10,094,588. 
 
The collection of prior period property taxes is an accounting adjustment to recognize revenue 
when it is collected. Accounting standards for governments require that we have 60 days 
beyond the end of the year to recognize property taxes collected. So, any property taxes 
collected after August 31st for the FY22 are removed from revenue, and any property taxes 
collected in FY22 for prior periods are recognized as revenue in FY22. So, we always have an 
adjustment at year end to determine what we recognize as Net property tax revenue. 
 
Overall, we had strong collections, and good prediction of grand list growth. 
 
Attached is the 2021-22 Schedule of Taxes Raised that is included in the Town Report. This 
schedule shows how taxes are billed by classification, and how the Taxes billed are applied 
against, Municipal, Non Homestead, Homestead properties.  
 
Let me know if you have any questions. 
 
Regards, 
Cindy 
 
 

 
 
 



 
 

 



 
 


